New Course: Managing System and Application Performance With HP OpenView (U8565S / U8565SR)

This 4-day course focuses on the OpenView Performance Agent (OVPA) and OpenView Performance Manager (OVPM) products, but also introduces other OpenView performance tools such as OV Internet Services (OVIS), OV Reporter, and the Smart Plug-ins (SPIs). Students will learn how to integrate OV Performance tools into Network Node Manager, OV Operations or other customized solutions on both UNIX and Windows. This course is aimed at a mixed UNIX and Windows audience, and provides extensive hands-on labs. Students gain awareness of performance issues as well as a thorough understanding of performance management throughout the enterprise. The course is 50% lecture and 50% labs.

Learn how to maximize the performance of the systems and applications in your networked environment and be able to generate web based reports. Understand how to integrate the HP OpenView performance products to create a custom solution for your environment. Learn how to manage resources, processes, applications and services effectively to meet your specific requirements or service levels.

This course is available as a classroom or online course. HP provides a state-of-the-art, online, training experience that features a live instructor in an interactive, virtual classroom environment. In addition, a remote lab infrastructure allows students to complete hands-on labs, on UNIX and Windows systems, with assistance from the instructor if needed. This is the ultimate in remote learning with no travel cost! For more information the extensive training curriculum available from HP education services, please go to [http://www.hp.com/learn](http://www.hp.com/learn). Select your country and the topic area of interest.